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PREFACE
The developmsnt of several phases of research relating to vacuum
science and technology are included in this program. Mr. George Wise of the
NASA Lewis Research Center is the technical monitor. This Summary Technical
Report covers the period from i February 1965 to i 14_rch 1966.
The research activity is conducted in the Physics Department of the
Midwest Research Institute under the direction of Dr. Sheldon L. Levy and
Mr. Gordon E. Gross. Research activities were conducted by Dr. Paul Bryant,
Mr. Charles Gosselin, Dr. William W. Longley and Mr. Lyle H. Taylor.
Approved for:
MIDWEST RESEAR_H INSTITUTE
Sheldon L. Levy, _rector
Mathematics and Physics Division
51 March 1966
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The research tasks of this program relate to the development and
application of extreme vacuum scien_.e and technology. The tasks range from
the production and calibration of extreme vacuum to a study of the cryosorption
process.
A quartz piezoelectric crystal oscillator was designed and con-
structed for use as a microbalance.. The adsorption of helium gas on the
crystal face at cryogenic temperatures near 12°K was measured. The oscil-
lator and quartz resonator assembly has been operated successfully with a
quarter of a microwatt of power through a pair of 55 in. coaxial leads.
(This feat had to be accomplished to permit data collection within the UHV
system cryopump. ) The operational stability of the system and sensitivit_
permit_ the measurement of I0"I0 gm/cm 2. A monolayer of helium weighs i0q-
gm/cm =, so that monolayer adsorption of the light gas helium can be measured
with 1 per cent accuracy.
Experimental data havebeen correlated via a new computor program
with the theoretical isotherm developed earlier. Values were obtained for
binding energy, interlayer spacing and other parameters relating to cryosorption.
Both the computor program and the experimental equipment have been shown to
be useful for predicting cryopanel operation.
Improved operation of a diffusion pump has been obtained by means
of a dual expansion nozzle of the Flourescu type. The special jet design and
the improvement of pumping speed are described.
A detailed study of the characteristics of cold cathode vacuum
gauges has been conducted. Pressure response curves have been determined
for the complete operating ranges of the co_smerclal Redhead gauge (I_RCType
552), the Kreisman gauge (GCA Model 1410), and the GE Trigger Discharge
gauge. A sensitive partial pressure analyzer has been used in conjunction
with a field emission microscope to study gas dynamics at low pressures.
The information gained during the last year together with preceding
results from Contract NASr-65(06) has been disseminated through a program of
special seminars at each of the NASA branch laboratories. Consultation on
special problems has been provided along with these visits to the various NASA
facilities.
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I. CRYOSORPTION STL_IES, INC,LUDII_SA COMPUTER PROGRAM
FOR PREDICTION OF CRYOPANEL OPERATION
m _ r ": --- ___ , ,
The triangular site physical adsorption isotherm theory which has
been developed on this program is correlated to experimental data. The study
includes the development of a special piezoelectric crystal oscillation which
is used as a sensitive microbalance. The experimental technique is presented
in this section as well as a comparison between adsorption data and a theo-
retical approximation.
A. Physical Adsorption Isotherm Theory
The physical adsorption isotherm theory developed earlierl'-z_ has
been simplified by an approximation and compared with an experimental isotherm
for helium adsorbed on an aluminum cryosurface at a representative temperature
for cryopanel opcration (about 12@K). The theoretical approximation uses the
new triangular site model, as shown in _g. i, and includes the effects of the
adsorbed particle interactions. For completeness, the theoretical isotherm
equations will be specialized to the Lennard-Jones 6-12 intermolecular poten-
tial and closest packing of the adsorbed atoms (in previous notation this in-
fers that R' = R). Development of the isotherm is briefly summarized below.
Let the intermolecular potential between two adscz-bed atoms be
given by
= 4c - Z (i)
r .I r
where r is the distance between the molecules, ¢ is the maximum energy of
attraction of the two atoms, and R = 21/6_ is the equilibrium distance be-
tween the atoms as shown in Fig. 2. All energies will actually be divided by
the Boltzmann constant and expressed as degrees Kelvin. Equation (1) can be
integrated over the various layers to give effective interaction energies
which exclude the nearest neighbor interactions:
l 1 1.iS47 (2)
z(r) = 81_S_or2 _ " l'O ' G° = R_
-2-
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.therethe -_lues of r to be used (see F_.g.2) are given by
. .1/4
a = 0.81649 R , aj - (j-l)a ,
r i/4
r;C'o(4R2+a2)I 4 [42+a2 t5)
The nearest neighbor interaction energy is simply ¢ per pair interaction.
The interaction b_tween a:,_dsorbed atom and the adsorbent is
treated as above _th the energy for an atom in the first la_r being given by
_'_s-- lo _s_o D_h , D= (0.4)1/6-", (4)
_ere N is the number of adsorbent atoms pe._unit vo'_ume and Cs Cs are
analogous to ¢ _ o , respectively. For the jth xaT,_" this energy becomes
wsj=Ws -.-2.9. s ] ,_= aj/D (S)[(l d(l h' ,
Using Oj for the fractional occupancy of the jth layer, the effec-
tive adsorption energy can be written as
J 2i-3-1ei(Pi.l+Pi)¢
2
i=J+l ej
j-2 J
+ 2Cjz(,,,) _" 2(F_Oj.I+%+I)Z(p)+2 Z eJ.z("-j_i)+2 Z eiz(ai'aJ) (6)
i=l i=J+2
-3-
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0AtA
where fj = i - 8_ , Pj = _ p2 Po = 301 is a probability function for
5e_ j-1 '
determining the likelihood of nearest neighbors and J is the number of the
top layer.
Let
_ 12/p)e C-.Ejl ) (7)
where K = 0.0256054 , M is the atom4c H_ss of an adsorbed atom, T is the
absolute temperature, and p is the gas pressure in rorr. The isotherm _,an
then be calculated by iterati_ the J functions
-i
2q
%-"= %-1_ !+_jV-j _ j, i ,% = _ , (a)
and summing over J to give the total number of adsorbed monolayers, 8 .
TDe above e_uations yield isotherms _ich exhibit discrete steps
or a_m quite smooth._/ Ho_mver, the equations are complicated and necessitate
long computer times for their evaluation. An approximat_ on which retains the
essentials of the theol_ but needs only short computer times is _he two-active
layer approximation (the TAL theory). The TAL theory sets all N values of
8j greater than, say, 0.99 equal to 1 exactly and assumes that there are only
two layers, _-_ N+l and the N+2 layers, which D_ve e3 values between 0
and 1 . The exact theory then reduces to a much simpler system. Let
" N-I 1 '
v_+l--ws,_+1 + 2 Z z%-ai)+3_+2z(o)f_+l'
L i=l
N
uN -Ws,_+2+ 2 Z z(aj-ai)__c ,
i=l
- 4-
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then the TAL theory is given by Eq. (8) and
O = N _- ON+l + ON+2 ,
_SN+
_-_+l=vi_+l+ i2%1- \e-_+l/|3_+2cN.,.lZ(,,,)+29_+2,.(p), (lO)
,....- j
EN+2 = UN+2 + 6 8N+2 ¢ + 28N+lZ(p) + 2eN+2Z(W) .
eN+l
This TAL theory still produces the discrete steps and smooth isotherms.
I
B. Equipment Employed for Sensitive Adsorption Measurement
i
A special piezoelectric crystal oscillator is used as a microbalance
to measure the progressive loa@ing of adsorbed layers as the pressure is
gradually increased. The crystal's vibrational frequency, which decreases in
! proportion to the amount of adsorbed material, and the gas pressure have been
accurately measured to form the experimental data.
' lhe equipment needed to perform adsorption isotherm measurements is
described here under two major categories: (1) environmental, and (2)
electronic.
1. The environmental equipment requirements are determined by the
i following operational conditions: (a) The quartz crystal surfaces and its
•: electrodes must be maintained in a noncontaminating atmosphere, viz., ultra-
high vacuum; (b) the crystal must be maintaine@ at a constant temperature, the
level of which is established for the isotherm to be determined, and (c) an
adequate source of test gas must be supplied for the range of adsorption
phenomena to be studied.
-5-
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A UHV system incorporating the above requirement has been fabricated.
The system consists of a crystal chamber (1½ in. alia.x 20 in. long) a
specially designed coaxial vacuum feedthrough unit onto which the quartz
crystal is mounted, gas inlet system and associated vacuum plumbing. This
system is attached to the Partial Pressure Analyzer System (PPAS)1-_ via a
bakeable high conductance isolation valve (see Fig. 3). Not only are the
UHV pumping facilities of the PPAS utilized but also the gas analysis capa-
bilities. The entire system is bakeable to 400°C and can maintain a pressure
of 1 x l0-9 Torr with only the 8 liter/sec getter-ion pump operating. Analysis
of the residual gas in this system indicates that H2 and CO are the major
constituents and that all other gases have partial pressures below 1 x l0-10
Torr.
The temperature of the crystal is established by submerging the
crystal zone (the lower l0 in. of the crystal chamber which is seen in the
foreground of Fig. 3) into a dewar of cryogenic liquid. To avoid excessive
boil-off of the cryogenic liquid, the lower 16 in. of crystal chamber is
fabricated from thin-walled stainless steel tubing. The dewar mounting is
such that a mechanical vacut_m pump can be used to vary the pressure above the
cryoKenic liquid thus making some temperature variance possible.
The quartz crystal is mo_mted at the end of two specially designed
coaxial leads as sho_ in Fig. 4. The coaxial leads are also fabricated from
thin-wall stainless steel tubing with ceramic insulators at various positions
along their 22 in. length. 0utgassing slots have been cut in both the outer
and inner tubes.
Fi_are 5 shows in detail the lower end of the coaxial leads. A
plateform is fixed between the outer tubes and supports a system of carefully
positioned berylli1_ copper leaf springs which press against the tubular
wall of the vacuum chamber. The springs are arranged in a spiral stairccse
configuration such _nat the array is optically dense, but maintains a high
conductance value for gas flow. This assembly performs two functions: (1)
it shields the crystal chamber from radiation from the warmer parts of the
vacuum system, and (2) it conducts heat from the coaxial leads to the cryo-
genically cooled vacuum finger wall. The cryogenic liquid level is maintained
at a point at least 2 in. above the spring assembly during data collection
periods. Thus, in operation the crystal is surrounded by cold surfaces. Note
the crystal does not cool as rapidly as the vacuum vessel walls which are in
direct contact with cryogenic fluids. Therefore, when LHe, LH2 or LNe are
used contaminating gases are trapped on the vacuum chamber walls before the
crystal can begin significant adsorption. For the z_sults repo1_ted below LHe
was used.
-6-
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4_en the vacuum finger is cooled to LHe temperature and the isolation
valve is closed (thus eliminating all pumps from the system except for the
ion gauge and cryofinger) the pressure in the room temperature part of the
system is 1 x l0-10 Tort or lower. Using a thermal transpiration correction
it is determined that the pressure in the crystal zone is below 1 x l0"12
Torr. This pressure level for contaminating gases is sufficiently low to
present no significant effect on the adsorption measurement. After an equi-
librium condition _s established for pressure, temperature, and crystal fre-
quency a test gas is admitted to the crystal chamber. Since this study deals
with the adsorption of helium onto liquid helium temperature surfaces, a 6 in.
_jcor diffuser is used for the gas inlet system (see Fig. 3_ immediately
above the PPA magnet). The pressure can be slowly raised in the system by
gradually increasing the diffuser operation up to a maximum level of 0.1
micron liter/sec.
2. The electronic equipment requirements are determined by the
following needs; (1) a 5 Mc system with which to operate the microbalance, and
(2) a data detection and recolding system.
A stable 5 Mc oscillator system has been reported by P. A. Simpson
and A. H. Morgan.3-/ Based on their design a similar system was assembled for
this set of experiments and a schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 6. Care was
taken in the layout of components to shield one stage from another, as is
shown by the dashed lines in the diagram. Basically the system consists of
a 5 Mc crystal controlled oscillatow circuit followed by a single stage ampli-
fier which delivers a signal to an automatic gain control circuit (AGC) and
to additional amplifier stages. The AGC supplies a feedback loop to the $
Mc oscillator circuit. The additional amplifier stages supply output signals
via a discriminator to a digital counter and a microamp meter. The meter is
used to monitor the power required to operate the fundamental mode of the
crystal. A detailed analysis of this circuit can be found in Ref. 3.
The 5 Mc crystals used in this study were obtained from AT cuts of
synthetic quartz and have a 0.550 Jr_ diameter. The edges of the crystal have
a slight 20 diopter biconvex bevel. Figures 4 and 5 display a typical crystal
mounted on the ends of the specially fabricated coaxial leads. An electrode
is deposited on each side of the crystal and each electrode is connected to
one of the coaxial leads via a spring cllp unit. It has been determined that
the crystals and the mounting units continue to function reliably after re-
peated exposures to the temperature extremes of the experiment, viz.,_4°K to
673°K. Silver and aluminumhave been used as electrode materials. However,
the silver electrodes are not satisfactory because electrical continuity is
lost during initial operation. It has been determined that the failure occurs
; between the clips holding the crystals and the main body of the electrode.
- 7 --
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Aluminum electrodes have been tested and found to be satisfactory
throughcut the entire operational range of pressure and temperature. It
should be noted, however, %_at the effort on this study is not directed to-
ward developing sny particular electrode material or geometry. The only in-
terest is to determine the value of the microbalance technique for cryopanel
studies. It should be possible to use many conducting materials as electrodes
including silver.
A summary of the data collection and recording system is given by
the schematic diagram in Fig. 7. The system pressure is monitored by a
Bayard-Alpert type gauge (BAG) i.e., a Varian UHV-12. Pressure data are fed
from the gauge control unit to the y coordinate of any x-y plotter. The fre-
quency at which the oscillator is operating is monitored by a digital counter
which feeds frequency data to a digital to analog converter. The converter
monitors the last three significant figures of the incoming data and generates
a signal which is then fed to the x coordinate of the x-y plotter and to a
strip chart recorder.
C. Correlation of Adsorption Data with Theoretical Prediction
We now have the task of applying the TAL theory to the experimental
results. The data for helium on aluminum are plotted in Fig. 8. To compare
these data with the theory we must express the measured frequency, f _ in
terms of 8 . It is quite reasonable to assume that a linear relationship
exists between f and e , i.e.,
o- k(fo-f) (11)
where fo is the frequency when there is negligible adsorption of the con-
trolled gas. There may, at fo , be many adsorbed layers on the pure surface
but we only assume that the surface is energetically flat at fo and will not
be concerned with the actual composition of that surface. To evaluate k in
Eq. (ll) it seems reasonable, based on past experience, to assume that the
first large hump in the experimental data signifies the completion of first
monolayer. That is, we will assume that 8 = I and the pressure (p) and
crystal frequency (f) designations (pl,fl) cozrespond to the completion of
first monolayer adsorption for this point on the experimental curve. Then
k- 1 (12)
fo-fl
-8-
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and
e= (fo-f)/(fo-fl). (i_)
For the present case
fo = 5,00(,994 cps before helium adsorption began
fl = 5,000,718 cps
and
Pl = 1.024 x lO-5 Torr for first monolayer coverage
(e= l) (14)
These factors yield an experimental plot of 6 versus pressure.
However, the most desired information from the e___erimentaldata is values of
Ws and D since these are not well known (the _alues of c and _ can be
reasonably approximated from their gas-gas interaction values_/). The W s
value is easily determinedbytaklng the limit of very small coverage in
E_.(8),i.e.,
ws-T(InK+l.SlnM+2.s _T+ins) (m)
where s = 0/p is the experimentalSj measured slope at very low coverages.
For the present case s = 4.13 x lO7 and the resultant Eq. (15) is shown in
Fig. 9. Due caution must be exercised when uslngEq. (15). It _ that
U is a function of temperature but this is not true. Ideally, the variation
in s should be just enough to cancel out any variation in the temperature.
Figure 9 is presented only because, in our case, the temperature is unknown.
Although an experlmentalvalue for W s is easily obtained from
Eq. (1G) without the need of a ccmputer, the experimental value for D is more
difficult, to deduce. ;le assume that at Pl the value of 01 is 0.99, i.e.,
that 82 = O.01 . An iteration process is then applied to Eq. (8) with j = 2
to obtain a value of D .
"9-
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Having a method for determining Ws and D , we should no_¢like to
determine thc tenperature. This can be done best by plotting the TAL theo-
retical isotherms for various temperatures and comparing them with the experi-
mental isotherm. This has been done in Fig. l0 for temperatures 6° to 20°K.
It is clear that the TAL curves for 6 - ll_ give toomuch adsorption, whereas
the TAL curves for 12 - 20° give too little. Employing an area under the curve
method for data correlation, we see that the best fit lles close to 12°K.
Since these curves are intended only to exhibit the feasibility of applying the
theo__jto practical problems, no attempt _s made to bring the experimental
an_ TAL curves into coincidence by an adjustment of parameters. In fact, the
values of 81 at Pl _ a , _ _ and ¢ were no__tadjusted. Under these circum-
stances the agreement of theory with experili_ntis quite good.
The rough fit of the curves in Fig. l0 leads to several qualitative
conclusions:
i. The temperature is between l0s and 15°K, perhaps around I2°K.
2. The value of _s lies between 217° and 342°K, perhaps about
290°K. This agrees well with the value of 342°K which Halse_ experimentallY
measured on glass.
3. The value of D lies between 3.9 and 4.9 _, perhaps about 4.5 _.
This value does not agree with the value D = 1.9 measured by HalseyS_/as
discussed in (7) below.
4. The failure of the TAL curves to give adequate adsorption at
higher pressures indicates that the values of a , _ , and s are not
accurate. This can be seen by noting that near the surface Wsj , i.e., the
He-surface interaction, is the main interactlon, but it falls off as r-3
(see Eq. (5)). Thus it appears that in the second or third layer the main
interaction becomes s , i.e., the He-He interaction. Although a , _ , and
¢ can be determined as D is determined, no attempt was made to adjust these
values since the experimental data at a temperature near 12°K do not warrant
such an extensive analysis of multiple layer adsorption.
5. The value of Gs lies between 4.6 and G.7 _. The gas-gas value
O
for _ is 2.6 A.
6. The va_ue of cs lles between 47° and 39°K. The gas-gas value
for ¢ is 10°K.
- lO -
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7. The value of Cs indicates that the He-surface interaction is
about four times stronger than the He-He interaction but is slightly _eaker
than that measured by Halsey. The high values of D and _s indicate that
the first layer is considerably removed from the surface. These facts seem
to indicate that the "surface" employed in these experiments is composed of
at least one layer of adsorbed material over the aluminum oxide layer. This
adsorbed layer would lower the Ns value from that measured by Halsey since
he operated at much higher temperatures and presumably had no adsorbed layers
on his glass surface. The adsorbed layer would also increase D and _s
since the He-oxide interaction would be stronger than the He-adsorbed layer
interaction but would be further from the first layer. The result is a lo_er
"effective distance" D. This picture of an adsorbed layer on the oxide layer
is, of course, quite reasonable and even to be expected at these low tempera-
tures.
- ll -
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Fig. I0 - A Composite Plot of Experimental and Theoretical Adsorption
Isotherms. Experimental results correlate best with the
12°K theoretical curve.
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II. EVALUATION OF A DUAL EXPANSION NOZZI_ FOR
IMPROVED DIFFUSION PUMP OPERATION
A dual expansion nozzle has been constructed and evaluated. This
study has revealed that a significant increase in pumping speed can be main-
tained while operating at elevated boiler temperatures.
A. Discussion ofDiff_sio _ Pump OPeration
A literature review 4ealing with the mechanics of vapor jet pumping
has already been presented.l-_, Also the main experimental equipment used in
this study has been,described!/ and preliminary results have been given for a
single jet nozzle.l-/ This report presents data collected for both a single
jet and a dual jet design. Based on the data it is clear that a significant
advantage can be gained from a dual expansion type nozzle.
The operation of a vapor pump will now be reviewed. The workir_
fluid (Hg in this case) is heated in a boiler to increase the vapor pressure
in the jet stack and to impart kinetic energy to the evolving gas. The pump
vapor then fl_,s through a tube to a nozzle assembly where it undergoes an ex-
pansion into a pumping region thus folming a vapor Jet. The geometry and
: orientation of the jet is such that the pump vapor collides with a cold surface,
: _'here it condenses. This condensate is then _eturned to the boiler assembly
[ for recirculation.
i The pumping effect of thls r_cycling vapor flow is based on a trans-
; fer of momentum from the expanding jet to (1) gas molecules which are back
: diffusing through the jet region into the vacuum chamber, and (2) incomingi
molecules from the vacuum chamber. The vector sense of the momentum transfer
is such that the direction of gas flow is established away from the vacuum
chamber.
The first process of limiting back diffusion determines the pressure
drop which can be maintained across the vapor jet. This process is highly de-
pendent on the vapor density, viz, higher density jets can maintain a greater
pressure differential.
The second process, molecule entrainment by the vapor Jet, deter-
mines the pumping speed. The critical parameter in this function is the de-
gree of uniformitywithwhich the momentum is transferred from the vapor jet
to incoming gas molecules. This is particularly true at the upper boundary
of the Jet where the incoming gas first encounters the vapor stream. If there
- 20 -
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is turbulence at this boundary, significant amounts of gas can be repelled
back into the vacuum chamber. The amount of such turbulence is a function of
nozzle design and vapor density6-/viz., lower density jets generate less tur-
bulence.
A dilemma arises when back diffusion is reduced by increasing boiler
pressure, because the corresponding increase of turbulence in the vapor jet
reduces the ability to entrain gases. It has been postulated that a dual ex-
pansion nozzle would aid in resolving the dile_. Such a nozzle should
generate a high density main jet surrounded by a low density umbrella jet.
Therefore, it is the purpose of the present work to determine the relative
pumping efficiency of a dual expansion nozzle versus a single expansion nozzle
when operating at high boiler pressure.
A schematic diagram of the nozzle assembly designed for this work is
shown in Fig. ll. This assembly consists of a movable end cap which is used
to form a low density_mbrella jet, and a fixed deflection skirt used to form
the main high density jet. The thin-walled stainless steel tube which supports
the end cap is attached to a screw driving assembly outside the vacuum system
via a bellows in the bottom of the mercury boiler, as sho_m in Fig. 12. This
tube can be used to increase or decrease the gap between the end cap and the
top of the jet stack. The gap was opened to O.OlO in. when the nozzle was
used in the dual expansion mode. The temperatures at the boiler and various
positions along the jet stack including the exit aperture at the nozzle _s
monitored by a series of thermocouples which have been inserted into the thin-
walled stainless steel tube. The boiler-jet stack unit as described earlier6-/
has been modified. The main body of the boiler assembly has been lengthened
by 5 in. to establish a thermal barrier (an evacuated region) between the hot
assemblies, boiler and jet stack, and the cooler region, mercury accumulater
ring and return Sine (see Fig. 12).
Minor component changes nave also been made in the over-all vacuum
system. However, the_asic operation and measurement techniques are the same
as presented earlier.lJ Figure 15 displays the present system configuration.
Two experimental measurements are of interest as a function of vapor
jet density or boiler temperature;
I. The pump speed of the nozzle assembly for the two modes of
operation, i.e., with and without anumbrella jet, and
2. The ratio of pressures which can be maintained across the jet
region.
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The pump speed determination is based on the following calculation.
s =Q-- (16)Pl
where S = pump speed, Q = gas flowing into the system, and P1 = pressure in
the system. The gas flow through a conductance C is given by the equation:
Q : c(p2-PI) (17)
_ThereC = conductance of the orifice, P2 = pressure at gauge 2, and P =
pressure at gauge i (see Fig. 15). Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) gives:
s= c - . (is)
The conductance (C) is determined by
where K = clausing or variational factor, A = cross=sectional area of the
orifice (cm2)_ T = temperature (°K), and M = gram molecular weight of the
flowing gas.
Helium is used as the test gas in these measurements, therefore
M = 4. This gas is supplied via a 6-in. vycor diffuser which is mounted close
to the orifice (C). The heat generated when operating the diffuser establishes
an orifice temperature of 45G°K during the test. The area (A) of the orifice
is 0.148 cm2 and K = 0.5814. Substituting these values in Eq. (19), C is
determined to be:
C = 5.54 liters/sec * .
* See Ref. i for data at other temperatures and masses.
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Finally, Eq. (18) can be written as
S = 5.541p _- llliters/suc .
The ratio of pressures maintained across the jet region is also
calculated for the range of boiler temperatures studied, Helium is again used
as the test gas; however, a larger source is required because of the pumping
speed of the two-stage backing diffusion pump. Therefore, a large quartz
diffuser is used to supply up to 1 micron liter per second of pure helium.
B. Results and Conclusions
Data are prese. _d graphically in Figs. 14 and 15 for both the um-
brella and nonumbrella jet configurations. The boiler temperature was varied
slowly between 24°C to 232°C. However, above 197_C severe pressure fluctuation
occurred and quite often the electronic protection circuits would shut off the
gauges. Therefore, no data are presented for this unstable operatir_ range.
The data below approximately llG°C show the effect of the two stage diffusion
pump which backs the test chamber (see Fig. 13). Above this temperature the
vapor jet begins to form and intensifies with increasing boiler pressure. The
pump speed for the configuration without an umbrella peaks near 170°C and sub-
sequently falls off. In this region (l?0°C) the density of the gas has ih-
creased to the point where the Reynolds number has exceeded a critical value
and, therefore, a turbulent flow has been established within the jet. Note
that the peak pumping speed for the umbrella configura%ion is at about the
same boiler temperature as for the nonumbrella situation; however, the peak
has a greater value and does not fall off in the range presented. This be-
havior can be explained by noting that the umbrella jet has not yet reached a
density sufficient to set up a turbulent flow condition; therefore, incomi.ng
gases are initially interacting _,ritha more uniform flow condition than would
be encountered if they interacted initially with the main Jet.
The desirability of operating the main jet at a density correspond-
ing to a turbulent flow condition can be deduced from the pressure ratio
curve. At boiler temperatures below 195°C, the pressure ratio which can be
maintained across the jet region has not yet peaked for either nozzle con-
figuration. Therefore, to minimize the back diffusion of gases from the high
pressure side of the _apor pump, the boiler temperature must be above the
critical temperature corresponding to a turbulent flow in the main Jet stream.
However, the over-all pumping speed can be maintained if a low density umbrella
jet is established over the main high density Jet. That is, the dual ex-
pansion nozzle has shown significant improvements over the single nozzle de-
sign.
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Fig. ii - Schematic Diagram of a Dual Expansion Nozzle Assembly. An
umbrella jet can be formed or uliminated by opening or
closing the gap between the main assembly and the
adjustable end cap.
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III. EXTR_E V_CUUM MEASVaEME_"r TEC_QUES INCLUDING
A FIELD EMISSION MICROSCOPE STUDY
A description of cold cathode magnetrons and Penning cells operating
as gauges has been developed in terms of the conditions for establishing a dis-
charge and the effects of space charge buildup. Pressure response curves for
three commercial gauges (Redhead, Kreisman and trigger discharge types) were
determined by a conductance-regulated, pressure-ratio method using Bayard-
Alpert type gauges for reference.
Four characteristics are predicted for magnetrons from a consider-
ation of the discharge mechanism and from a correlation with test data: (1)
an out.of-strike state characterized by a steady pressure-independent back-
ground reading of about 5 x lO-14 Torr; (2) a minimumpressure threshold for
opez_ion (2.7 x lO-12 Torr fo_ Redhead, 1.7 x lO-lO Tort for Ereisman); (3)
a range of nonlinear pressure-dependent response above threshold in which the
sensitivity rise ;:ith pressure is moderated by space charge buildup; follow<d
by (4) a range of near linear response (slope of 1.04 for Redhead, 1.11 for
Kreisman types on a log pzessure-log current plot) corresponding to the region
of nearly saturated space charge. Differences in response values are coz-
related with differencec in electrode elements, spacings, and voltages for the
two magnetron gauge tube designs.
Response characteristics have been determine4 for G.E. trigger dis-
charge gauges. Four characteristics have been identified from test data and
described in terms of the discharge process: (1) a pressure insensitive state
below lO"ll Torr in _%ich the predominant current is due to either leakage,
field emission, or a combination thereof; (2) a pressure-dependent increase of
_ I
ion current above lO l_ Tort; _3) a discontinuous jump (by a factor of about
2 in ion current near the lO"_ Torr range corresponding to the establishment
of an electron cloud virtual cathode, and the conversion to a magnetron type
discharge which increases nom!inearly with p?'essure but with space cha_e
moderation along a l.lS slope; and (4) a saturation phenomencn near lO"_ Torr
due to the establishment of a glow discharge and ion recombinations.
A. Cold Cathode Gauge Operation Based on a Magnetron Type Discharge
A Penning type discharge cell8-/ generally zonsJsts of a cyli.,drical
or rectangular anode cage with two end plate cathodes which are not concentric
with the anode. The G.E. trigger discharge gauge9-/ employs a 1/P-in. Penning
type cell with some modifications such as a cylindrical rather than a C-shaped
magnet and small holes in the end plates for the passage of electrons from a
filament mounted Just outsid_ of the cell. The operation of a Penning cell
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such as used in the trigger gauge is similar to that of a magnetron since the
electron cloud forms a virtual cathode concentric with the anode. This report
therefore concentrates upon the description of magnetron type discharges.
Section A below presents a history and discussion of gaseous discharges as
applied to cold cathode vacuum gauge operation.
A magnetronmay be defined as an assembly of two concentric cylin-
drical electrodes operated in an axial magnetic field. _'_enused as a pressure
gauge, the electric and magnetic fieldc are chosen such that the bulk of the
cavity is beyond magnetron cutoff. That is, electrons are not able to travel
from cathode to anode unless they lose energy by colliding with gas mclecules
(_ee Fig. 16). The gauge, therefore, remains in an out-of-strike state, un-
less the gas pressllreis high enough to support a discharge. The present re-
port investigates this phenomenon as well as the basic operation of magnetron
gauges. There are two commercially available gauges which may be described as
magnetrons: the NRC Redhead gauge and the GCA Kreisman gauge.
In 1952, Beck and Brisbanle!O-/reported a series of experiments using
both normal and inverted magnetron arrangements. A central wire and a cylinder
with several bulkhead discs were employed as electrodes. The sensitivity was
high when used as an inverted magnetron. The device had two disadvantages:
a background current due to field emission, which was equivalent to about 10-8
Torr; and a power law rather than a linear relation between cathode current
and gas pressure. H_ever, a useful gauge circuit was designed using proper
resistance values and a nonlinear meter scale.
Haefelr!!/ developed a magnetron for an investigation of striking
characteristics of a gaseous discharge in transverse electric and magnetic
fields. The magnetron was found to strike at pressures below the sustaining
discharge level for Penning cells designed up to that time. Much of the ex-
isting theory of magnetron gauge operation has been adapted from Haefer's work,
which was based on the assumption of a negligible space charge and a uniform
electric field. The first assumption holds only prior to striking, mnd the
second does not hold for the electrode arrangements used in pressure gauges.
The,next advance in magnetron pressure gauges was made by Hobson and
Re_lead._ They eliminated the recording of erroneous field-emission cur-
rent from the cathode by inserting auxiliary cathodes into an inverted magne-
tron structure. These additional electrodes shield the main cathode from the
anode. Field emission from the auxiliary cathodes is independent of the ion
current record%ng circuit. Thus an erroneous backgro_d reading was avoided.
!_wever, the linear response which Beck and Brisbanel-_/had predicted for
operation near _"500 gauss was not obtained.
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Redheald_/ also designed a modificaticn of the normal magnetron
structure with cathode end plates in contact with the central cathode bar and
with large rings as auxiliary cathodes (Fig. 17). Thus field emission was
again removed from the ion current measuring circuit. A response near lin-
earity (46° slope on a log current -- log pressure plot) from about 5 x lO-lO
Tort to l0-5 Torr, and a departure from linearity (59° slope) below 5 x l0"10
Tort, was found. At extremely low pressures, additional photoelectric _ction
was necessary to insure starting. Using this modified design, Hobsoln_/ re-
ported a limiting pressure measurement of 1.5 x lO-12 Tort in a liquid helium-
cooled system. The limit was assumed to be due to helium permeation through
the walls of the glass system. The data actually appear to be the first
publisheld_/ indicatior_ of the threshold phenomenc_as described in this re-
port.
Kreisman _as devised several versions of cold cathode normal magne-
tronsl6-d'17'l-_/placed in metal envelopes to avoid a breakage problem. One of
these modells_/ (GCA 1410), which does not employ auxiliary cathodes (see
Fig. 17), is available comm_rically. Also, the NRC magnetron gauge design was
modified for flight testsl_ by removing the auxiliary cathodes; a significant
alteration of response occurred, as described later.
Rutherford's resulting/ on the behavior of Penning cells at low pres-
sures show a large change of sensitivity as evidenced by a change of operating
mode. These data for Penning cells are similar to the behavior of magnetron^,
gauges at low pressures as reported here. However, the description_/ of a
triggered Penning cell does not report a similar response.
In this report, the expected characteristics of a magnetron gauge,
with the space charge necessary to operate as an ionization gauge are dis-
cussed. Then a pressure-ratio technique used to test commercial magnetron
gauges is described. The quantitative results of these tests are correlate_
with the qualitative features expected for space charge limited operation.
The pressure response curves are then compared with the design features of the
regular Redhead gauge, incorporating auxiliary catnodes, as well as with a
special flight gauge and F_eism_ design, both without auxiliary cathodes.
Jepse2n_/ has developed a theory which gives extensive consideration
to the existence of a fully developed space charge of uniform density in both
normal and inverted magnetron arrangements. The present consideration of space
charge buildup with increasing pressure is treated qualitatively since the
electron loss mechanisms are not well known. The basic electron loss mechanism
has been assumed to be their arrival at the anode after several collisions.
In the extremely high vacuum range, orbital lifetimes of electrons traveling
from cathode to anode may extend to hours,_---2-_ if electronic oscillations do
nob interfere. When the cycloidal behavior of the electrons is considered,
these long lifetimes and the velocity differences of the electrons could lead,
' ° 5£ -
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for example, to slipping stream instabilities which could return some electrons
to the cathode and send others to the anode without the electron-molecule in-
teractions postulated in the Townsend discharge theory.
°_ • • ¢|Redheadhas further Investigate2d_/ the "region of 1,_stab111ty re-
ported earlier.l-_/ Two operating states are reported for magnetic fields
above and below a critical value. RF oscillations were found ir the higher
field state and sporadic noise in the lower cr normal state. The maintenance
of a maximum value of space c_arge was found in the linear response region.
These important discoverie2s_/ emphasize the role of space charge effects upon
magnetron operation.
The qualitative picture of space charge moderated operation of a
magnetron gauge will now be given, kt sufficiently low pressure, electron
loss mechanisms exceed the pressure dependent source of electrons to preclude
the maintenance of a discharge. However, a background current (due to insu-
lator leakage) gives an indicated pressure reading. These low pressure in-
dications are not affected by removal of the magnet, a fact which confirms the
lack of ion current in this cutoff state.
Electrons emitted from the cathode will describe short cutoff orbits
starting from and ending on the cathode. (As Redheald_/ indicates, these paths
can cover a significant part of the cathode-anode distance.) However, the
electron density in the gauge volume will be negligible until the number of
electron-molecule interactions becomes significant.
For pressure values above a lower operating threshold, there are
enough gas phase collisions to release electrons to cathode-independentpaths
at a rate which exceeds the total loss rate. A space charge then begins to
build (see Fig. 16). The ions produce_ are detected at the cathode and the
electrometer reading will change rather suddenly from a steady background
value to a threshold ion current plus background reading when the discharge
strikes.
As the space charge increases, the secondary electrons caused by ion
bombardment of the cathode cylinder will see a lower electric field; and, al-
though the number should increase with increasing ion current, the maximum
kinetic energy in a complete cycloidal arc and the arc length will be reduced.
The increase of space charge may eventually lead to a complete inactivation of
the central portion of the cathode as an electron source. Thus, the cathode
endplates or cones (Fig. 17)become increasingly important in defining the
gamma coefficient for the discharge as pressure increases.
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Finally, the electron space charge saturates and becomes nearly
pressure independent so that a near constant gas ionization probability is
maintained for further pressure rise. Thus the basically pressure-dependent
discharge is constrained by saturation to be constant and produce a linear ion
current to pressure response. The onset of this desirable feature near i0"9
Torr defines the transition from nonlinear to linear response.
In s_mary, we would expect magnetron gauge operation to exhibit the
following characteristics as pressure rises: (1) absence of a discharge below
some low pressure level; (2) a threshold ion current at a pressure-depende_
on gauge geometry and voltage; (3) a greater-than-linear rise of ion current
with pressure due to the pressure dependent rise of the electron density it-
self; and (4) a saturated electron space charge (above about lO-9 Torr) giving
a linear ion current to pressure response.
B. Response curves for Redhead, Kreisman, and Trigger Discharge Gau_e T_pes
The characteristic response of ion current to pressure for cold
cathode magnetron gauges was determined by a conductance-regulated, pressure-
ratio method.2_/ _his technique provided continuous operation of a reference
Bayard-Alpert type hot-filament ionization gauge (BAG) located at a pressure
two orders of magnitude above the pressure at the test magnetron gauge posi-
tion.l-/ Thus the linear response of a BAG with constant emission current was
used to obtain a continuous plot of the response curve for the magnetron gauges
without the necessity of lowering the BAG to the level of residual collector
current. The constancy of the pressure ratio was confirmed by using two BAG
tubes on e_ther side of the known conductance. Of course, the downstream BAG
was then required to operate to a pressure below the X-ray photo current value.
When corrections for total residual current were made (using the modulation
technique2-_), changes of the downstream gauge were found to remain linear
with changes of _he upstream gauge within gauge reading error.
The characteristic current-to-pressure response for G. E. trigger,
NRC Redhead, and GCA Ifl'eismangauges was determined to their lowest operating
values. The pressure-ratio method was employed for each gauge type. In addi-
tion, the Kreisman gauges were studied by direct comparisons to BAG, since the
commercial BAG type employed (Varian model UHV-12) covers the full operating
range of the commercial Kreismangauge. The response curve for Kreisman
gauges determined by direct comparison, with oorrections for residual current
in the BAG readings, agreed with the response curve obtained by the pressure
i ratio method. No correction for residual current in the BAG was required forE
_ the set cf pressure ratio da_a, since the two order-of-magnitude ratio per-
i mitted operation to the low pressure limit of the Kreisman gauge without
operating the BAG below lO"8 Torr.
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Outout currents from the BAG, used as reference gauge, and the cold
cathode gauges _zere simultaneously plotted on a uniform time base, established
by operating a two-channel, strip-chart recorder using the recorder output
terminals from the commercial control units. Ion currents and background cur-
rents were meas_ _ed with a Cary model 35 vibrating reed electrometer. High
voltages were set at the specified ,alues of 4,800 volts for the Redhead type,
4,000 volts for the Kreisman type and 2,000 volts for the G. E. trigger type
and regularly monitored with a sensitive Electrostatic Voltmeter. Magnetic
field strengths of the permanent magnets were also checked periodically with
a gauss meter and found to remain near the specified values. The BAG tubes
' (Varian model UHV-12) were operated with a grid potential of 150 volts, and an
L emission current of 4 ma, so that the sensitivity was 25/Torr. Therefore, all
operating parameters were carefully maintained at the values specified by the
! manufacturers of each type gauge tube.
The characteristic response curves, determined from a large amount
I of data using the methods described above, are plotted in Figs. 18 through 25.
Actual pressure values in dry air equivalent are plotted on the abscissae, and
indicated pressures from the cold cathode gauge control units are plotted on
the ordinates. Ordinate values may be converted to ion current values by
multiplication with the dry air sensitivity factors (4.5 amps/Torr for the
NRC ._52 gauge, 2.0 amps/Torr for the GCA 1410 gauge and 2.5 amps/Torr for the
G. E. trigger discharge gauge), since the control unit circuits (NRC 752, GCA
1400, and GE 22GC 201) are designed on the assumption of linear response, i.e.,
constant sensitivity.
The ultrahigh vacuum portion of the response curve for NRC Type 552
glass envelope (Redhead) gauges (Fig. 18) shows the following charactezistics:
(1) a background leakage current corresponding to an indicated pressure read-
._ngof 5 x lO"14 Tort when the real pressure is below the threshold for
operation; (2) a total current value of 9 x lO-13 amp for initiation of a sus-
taining discharge; this threshold level corresponds to an indicated pressure
of 2 x lO-13 Tort and a real pressure of about 2.7 x lO"12 Torr; (3) a non-
linear response curve for values above threshold with a continuously changing
slope approaching linearity near lO"9 Torr; this is pres_snably due to the
continuous buildup of space charge toward a saturated value, i.e., the sensi-
tivity of the gauge increases as space charge increases until a nearly satu-
rated state is reached at lO"9 Torr; (4) a region of instability or resonance
around 7 x lO-lO Torr characterized by oscillations in the output current; and
(5) a response curve above lO-9 Torr which has a nearly linear slope of 1.04
with a slow rise in sensitivity, due to additional buildup of the essentially
saturated space charge. The 46 ° slope reported by Redhea ld_/ for the response
curve above lO-lO Torr is essentially identical to the value given here. The
data below lO-lO Torr agree closely with the data points given by Feakes and
Torbgy, 2-_/ except for two differences of interpretation: (1) a theory
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invoking space charge buildup and saturation is proposed to explain the con-
tinuously moderated response, rather than fitting straight line segments to
the data; and (2) the pressure-independent readings below lO"12 Torr are as-
cribed to leakage current in an out-of-strike state rather than to ion current.
The data presented in Fig. 18 represent the response of clean Redhead gauges
operated with the recommended potential of 4,800 volts and a magnetic field
of 1,040 gauss.
The ul±rahigh vacuum portion of the response curve for clean GCA
i Model 1410 (Kreisman) gauges (Fig. 19) shows the following characteristics:
(1) a background leakage current corresponding to an indicated pressure read-
ing of about 4.5 x lO"14 Torr for any real gas pressure value below 1.7 x lO-lO
Torr; i.e., for pressures below operating threshold, the gauge remains in the
out-of-strike state; (2) a total current value of 7 x lO"13 amp for initiation
of a discharge; this threshold level corresponds to an indicated pressure
reading of 3.5 x lO-13 Torr and a real pressure of 1.7 x lO-lO Torr; (3) a
nonlinear response curve for values above threshold with a continuously mod-
erated slope, due to the self-moderation of space charge buildup; (4) a region
of instability around lO-8 Tort; and (5) a sensitivity above lO-8 Torr which
continues to incr_ase with pressure along a response curve of slope 1.11; thus
a linear response is not achiev_edover any portion of the pressure range. This
i latter feature is also founld_/ for a Redhead flight gauge from which auxiliary
[
cathodes have been removed.
Kreisman reporteld_ the current-pressure characteristics of two
standard GCA Model 1410 gauges. The first gauge exhibited linear response
over one decade of pressure from 5 x lO-8 to 5 x lO-7 Torr. The second gauge
gave a nonlinear response curve (of slope 1.10) for the pressure range from
6 x lO"9 to 1 x lO"6 Tort, no data were given for__jpressuresbelow the lO-9
Torr range. Thus, the data in the range reporteId_ for the second gauge agree
with the response curve, Fig. 19, given here.
The threshold phenomenon may be repeatedly observed by raising and
lowering the real pressure around the value necessary to sustain a discharge,
i.e., 2.7 x lO"12 Torr for NRC 552 and 1.7 x lO"lO Torr for GCA 1410 gauges.
To accomplish small pressure changes around the threshold values, the helium
flow rate was slightly increased and decreased by varying the Vycor-helium
diffuser temperature. Although the small pressure changes are recorded by the
reference ion gauge, large step-wlse changes from the background to the thres-
hold value are indicated by the magnetron gauges. In addition, the magnetron
ga_ges do not respond to pressure changes below their threshold pressure
levels; i.e., the steady background leakage current values are indicated with-
out an ion current component for all pressures below the threshold level.
--34 °
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Qualitatively, at least, the threshold phenomenon may be thought of
in terms of the minimum _:umber of avalanche initiating electrons required for
a sustaining discharge. Figure 16 illustrates the process by which electrons
may escape from the cathode and erter the trapping region as avalanche ini-
tiators. An avalanche initia+ing electron may make an ionizing collision, for
ex_Jmple, with a gas molecule, and lose sufficient energy so that it will travel
in an approximately hypercycloidal path which does not intersect the cathode.
The secondary electron produced by the ion_ zation normally is also trapped in
the discharge. However, for magnetron devices operated below cutoff, as is
the case for both gauges discussed herein, electrons emitted from the cathode
will execute approximately hypercycloidal paths which intersect the cathode on
the first orbit (sEe Fig. 16) unless a collision occurs, leading to a high
5robability of recapture. For the electrlc and magnetic field values employed
in these gauges, an avalanche will not d_velop unless a sufficient number of
gas molecules exists inside the anode e_ge to provide the threshold number of
avalanche initiating collisions.
The total cathode current corre_pondin_ _o threshold for the magne-
tron gauges is between 7 and 9 x 10-13 amp, incl_:_ng currents from avalanche
initiating electrons, ions and background. Since this total value is four to
seven times greater than the background alone, there is a clearly distinguish-
able difference between operation of the gauges above and below threshold.
Even the cleanest tubes exhibit this threshold phenomenon.
The real pressure corresponding to tk_'esho]d is about 60 times dif-
ferent for the t_.tomagnetron designs (see Fig. 20), which maggests a possible
difference in the number of electrons available for avalanche initietion.
Differences between at least two parameters of these gauges lead to a pre-
diction of different electric field values at the cathode surfaces: (1) the
recommended operating potential is 800 volts lo_er for the GCA 1410 gauge; _nd
(_) the central cathode radius is about double that used in the NRC 552 gauge
(see Fig. 17). _aether or not these differences alone are sufficient to
account for the difference in threshold pressures is an open question.
The continuously modified, nonlinear-response mu_ve above threshold
and the approach to linear response due to space charge saturation are two
additional qualitative characteristics observed experimentally for both magne-
. tron gauges. However, we again note that quantitative values are different
(see Fig. 20) for the two commercial designs. The nonlinear response above
the threshold is steeper for the Kreisman tube, beginning with a slope of
..
about 14 and reaching 1.11, whereas the Red' _d response curve begins with 2.2
: and reaches a nearly linear slope of 1.04. These differences may be viewed
a].ternatively in terms of an increase with pressure of the ionization prob-!
ability or the number of _onizing electrons in the contained discharge.
[
L
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The containment of space charge appears to be relevant to the attain-
ment of linear response. The unique feature of auxiliary cathodes in the
Redhead design permits a much closer spacing between cathode and anode elec-
trodes; thus, the anode cage is tightly enclosed electrostatically and the
space charge is apparently contained within this fixed volume at a more closely
saturated value. It is interesting to note, in closing, that calibration of
the flight model NRC magnetron design,l__/in which no auxiliary cathodes are
used gave a response curve with a slope of 1.15. That is, the flight model
magnetron response was similar to the 1.11 slope of the Kreisman design for
normal operation above lO-lO Tort. Thus the data for flight gaugesl-_/and
Kreisman gauges both without auxiliary cathodes show only an approach to sat-
uration and linearity. On the other hand, the respcnse (1.04 slope) of regular
Redhead gauges :_ithauxiliary cathodes and the electrostatically tight anode
cage which results, exhibits almost complete fulfillment of tllespace charge
saturation hypothesis for linear response, _.-zhichis described in this report.
The Redhead and Ereismangauge designs may be described as magnetrons
operated below cutoff since electrons may not energetically travel frcm cathode
to anode without g molecule interactions. A residual electron current across
the electrode gap is forbidden in these designs by the electrode and magnet"
field arrangements.
The trigger discharge gauge arrangement does not absolutely exclude
electron flow from cathode to anode. Electrons may travel parallel to the
magnetic field from the cathode plates to the edge of the anode cylinder, a
d_stance of 0.8mm. Earlier Penning cell designs were limited by such a re-
sidual current background; however,the trigger discharge gauge appears to be
operating at the threshold for such residual current. The individual con-
dition and history of a gauge tube can significantly affect the residual cur-
rent. Thus the operation of a magnetron gauge generally yields a recognizable
drop at the low pressure end, as seen in Figs. 18, 19, and 20, corresponding
to a loss of ion current. _ereas, trigger gauge operation is often confused
by residual current as seen in Fig. 21.
Two "eneralcases exist for the trigger discharge gauge response be-
low lO-9 Torz. In the first case the tube loses the ion current component
near lO-lO Tort e_d drops to a background current of about lO"13 amp (see
Fig. 22). The second case in which ion current is maintained for gas pressures
belm_ lO-lO Torr is characterized by the presence of some spurious current,
Figs.21 and 22. Ion current is present whenever the discharge exists as should
be expected. In the second case another source of current becomes significant.
This source is in addition to the leakage current background. The probable
sources for this erroneous current are electron field emission from cathode to
anode and secondary electron emission from the cathode under ion bombardment.
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;Figures 21 and 22 sh_; the variations which may occur in the trigger discharge
g_u_e _esponse. No single response curve is followed for pressures below
l0-_ Torr. Figure 23 gives a response curve for pressrres above l0-8 Torr
showing a nonlinear increase of ion current with pressure until a glow type
discharge and ion recombinations limit response near l0-4 Torr.
C. A Field EmissionMicr0scope Study
A n_; field emission microscope tube was constructed in which the
emitter tip can be cooled without significant cooling of the inner wall of
the microscope tube (see Fig. 24). Thi _ feature permits cryosorption of atoms
onto the tip from a gas without significantly altering t_e equilibrium pres-
sure of that gas. Therefore, the number density of atoms can be studied
without significantly influencing the total number. The geometry of this new
microscope tube has been arranged so that a line of sight path is possible
for gas molecules between each of th- following three units: a nude modulated
Bayard-Alpert type ionization gauge, a nude source partial pressure analyzer,
and the microscope tip. That is, the three units are arranged in a line cf
sight within high conductance tubulation, so that they may all detect the
same equilibrium gas pressure.
The field emission microscope technique has been employed to observe
gas dynamics_ / in a form which may represent individual atomic locations. Al-
though the resolution of the microscope is not sufficient to determine atomic
sizes it should be possible to observe the enhanced emission from an atomic
size spot on the emitter tip.
Time laDse datahave shown an order of magnitude agreement between
the rate of arrival of new spot images and the abundance of atomin species
_rhich could cause such an enhanced emission. Several uncertainties exist,
e.g., the partial pressure analyzer indicates that the active species exist
in the adsorbed state for the experimental conditions employed. Therefore,
, it is possible that the process observed should be attributed to migration
of gas species in the adsorbed state rather than a gas dynamics process.
The comparison between the field emission microscope technique and
partial pressure analyzer data is interesting although it shows the need for
more work to verify the data obtained. The p_rtial pressure analyzer should
give a nearly linear response in the ultrahigh vacuum range in which the
d_tawere obtained. Howeve_the analyzer is not a pressure standard and a
favorable comparison with the field emission microscope data is not suffi-
cient to justify the latter technique as a standardization method. The next
step in the development of the field emlssionmicroscope method for gas pres-
sure measurement is to compare it with a recognized standard for pressure
determinations.
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Fig. 16 - Electron Orbits in a Coaxial _etron Structure. Electrons either
return to the cathode or collide with gas moleeules to change their momentum
and in event of ionizing collisions to release secondary electrons.
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Fig. 17 - Elect_'ode Configurations of Commercial Magnetron Gauges, Shown to
Scale in Cutaway; Anode Diameters: Redhead 5.0 era.,
Kreisman 2.S cm.
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IV. DISSEMI_ATION OF INFORMATION DEALING WITH VACUUM SCIENCE
The nature of the work performed on Contract NASr-65(06) is such
that is has widespread application in the many fields using vacuum technology.
Therefore, the data, interpretations, and conclusion obtained from this pro-
gram have been made available not only by publications 26,27,28/ but also by
seminar presentations at each of the six NASA branch facilities and by tech-
nical consultatior_ on special problems with the personnel from the branch
laboratories.
A. Seminar programs were presented at the NASA branch laboratories:
Manned Spacecraft Center, Langley Research Center, Lewis Research Center,
Ames Research Center, Goddard Space Flight Center, and the Marshall Space
Flight Center. The programs dealt primarily with the topics:
1. Presszu_e measurements in UHV systems,
2. Partial Pressure Analysis of UHV systems,
3. Cold welding and clean surface studies,
4. Operational characteristics of vapor pumps,
5. Field emission microscopy and adsorption,
6. Cryopanel characteristics, ax_a
7. Special Applications of UHV Techniques.
B. Consultation on special problems was conducted not only while
visiting the various branch facilities but also by telephone and at MRI.
' Calibration curves for gauges and systems were determined as part of this
service.
..
In conclusion, this seminar and consultation phase of the work have
i proven to be effective for information dissemination and haveprovided a quick
'I response to localized problems at the various NASA branch facilities.
i
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Residual-GasAnalysisof a DC-705
Oil-Diffusion-Pumpeduhv System*
Charles M. Gosselin and Paul J. Bryant
Midw_t Research Institute, Kansas City, Missouri
(Received 14June 1965)
Theresidualgasespresentina DC-705oil-diffusion-pumpuhvsystemhavebeendetermined
asa functionfvarioustrappingconditions.The systemwasequippedwitha metal2-in.
oil-diffusionpump inserieswltha speciallydesignedtrapinwhichzeolitewasused.The con-
figurationofthetrappermittedthetrappingzonetobe immersedincryogenicliquids,e.g.,
LNg.Theeffectivenessofthetrapwasdeterminedasa functionftemperature.A comparimn
oftheresidualgasesismade forsixconditions,includingthreetrappingtemperatures,while
operatingwithzloliteandwithoutzeolite.
Introduction yzersystem (PPAS), the experiment.altrap,and the
Diffusionimml)shave longbeenusedtoachievehigh- oil-diffusion-pumpsystem.
1.The PPAS (showninFig.1) consistso[ a G.E.vacuum environmerlt,sand in recentyearsuhv en-
vironment._.The major advantagesin usingdiffusion model514partial-pressureanalyzer(PPA),an 8-1iter/
pumps aret.heircapabilityto handlelargegas loads secgetter-ionpump, two closed-gridonizationgauges.
forextendedperiodsoftimeand tomaintainpumping and theassociatedplumbing.
speedatreducedpressures.The limitationsa sociated The analyzerunit (firstdescribedby Davis and
withthediffusion-pumpingtechniqueareoftenestab- Vanderslice5and laterby _vis s)isa magneticfocus-
fishedby thefluidusedas a pumping media and the ingdeviceusinga 5-cm radiusofcurvatureand a 90°
trappingtechniqueusedto isolatethisfluidfrom the sector.It is equippedwith a Nier-typeionization
uhv chamber.Pressureswellintot.hcuhv rangehave sourceand a ten-stageelectron-multiplieriondetector.
A variablefieldstrengthelectromagnet(0to6.5KG)been achievedusingboth mercuIT*.s and oils as a
pumping fluidin conjunctionwith opticallydense isusedwlchthe PPA. Magnetic-sweepingtechniques
liquid-nitrogenbaffles.Oilhasalsobeenusedsuccess- are,therefore,mployedin the collectionf data.
fullywithopticallydensetrapswhichcontainzeolite An 8-liter/secgetter-ionpump isconnectedto the
or activatedaluminaat room temperatureto obtain analyzersystemte providean environmentin which
uhv pressures.* However, iv additionto obtaininga
low totalpressure,itisimportan_to know the type 4_.:
and quantitiesof residualgaseswithinan uhv cham-
berduetothepumpingfluidandtrappingcombination.
A studyoftheresidualgasespresentinan uhv sys-
tem for various trapping cond_-t,ions was conducted to _e
determine the contamination resulting from the use _
of DC-705 pumping fluid.
!. Equipment g,
The apparatususedinthis tudycanbedividedinto /_,._" ' " ,,:
threemajorcomponents,i.e.,theparbial-pre_ureanal- _ ,..' • _Ir _ ___,
• This work was _upportsdby the National Aeronautics and "'-_
Space Administration.Headquarters Washington,D. C., under ........j "\ ... _ ": .:
rontractN,_Sr-63(06).
A.Venema,Vacuum@,No.1,54-57(1959). Fmum_ 1.Partlal-pressureanalyzersystem(PPAS).Consistsof
• P. J. Bryant and C. M. Gosselin,1961 T_tio_ o] the a G.E. model 514analyzer(PPA) with a 6_5KG electromagnet,
gighth National Vacuum 8ympodum and Second International an 8-1iter/secgetter-ion pump, ionizationgauges,and appropri-
Confess (Pergamon Press, Inc., New York, 1952),pp. 1224- ate plumbing.
1227.
• M. H. Hablanianand P. L. Vitkus,1965Tnmsactions o] the _ _W. Davis and T. Vandersliee,1960 Transactions o/ the
Tenth National Vacuum 8ymposlum (The Macmillan Corn- _eventhNational Vacuum 8ympasium (Pergamon Press, Inc.,
pany, NewYork, 1963),pp. 140-I46. New York, 1961),pp. 417-420.
• M. A. Biondit 1960 Transactions o/ the ,gsven_hNational • W. D. Davis, 196_ Transitions of the Ninth National
Vacuum 8ymposmm (PergamonPress, Inc., New York, I96I), Vacuum Symposium (The Macmillan Company, New York,
pp. 24-28. 1;)63),pp. _,?a3--370.
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the PPA is nminLfdned clean and in operating condi-
tion v'dv,, is installed between the anlyzer 'md tile . - ,_ _. . _ •
_[.tt,-r-ion lmml) so that tile cff(.cts of the active sur-
fa_'es of the: g[:tt(:r-ion pump m:ly be eliminated during
.qmanalysis of [t test system. '_"- -
of two glass ionizatien gauges. The other gauge is
operated under a variety of (,leet.rieal conditions to aid ,J_l__" _-
The r_.m'dnder of the PPAS is eon.-t.rueted of 304
dainh..-s steel and Kovar. Since all of the flange seals _ '
:m: m:,de with eopper gasket_., the entire PPAS ('e._s _:, :"_.'1_..'__
400°(:.eleeLr°nieeonne(,tion and magnet)is bakeable to _ [" ._".l_:) _-" __.._
_tru,.ted of 304 stainless ste(.] -rod is similar in desigh __.lii!V l . ,_
to the chemical trap proposed l)y Biondi.* The trap is
all heli-'_r,' w(']d:'d, 'md thu.-, fully bakeable. The de-
be submerged in cryogenic fluids, e.g., liquid nitrogen
or a dry iee and acetone s]urry. Zeolite (CVC Ab- .. _
sorb:,nt-A) is placed in the base of the sump and in .....
i,'z,:vn_:3. Oil-,liffusion-l,mnpsystemand chemicaltrap mounted
the ammlar tray at the lower end of the vertical tube. immediately below the PPA'S and attached by means of a
This configuration is not only optically dense but also ll/.,-in, velve. Dewar and heating mantle for chemical trap are
eliminates oil-creep paths along wails of the trap (to shown.
the effective iimit of the zeolite).
3. The oil-diffusion-l)ump sy._tem (shown in Fig. 3) PPAS. Therefore, the bake_ble portion of the system
consists of a 2-in. pump backed by a fin. booster extends irom the top of the 2-in. diffusion pump to and
pump, a foreliue valve, chemical foreline trap and a including the PPAS.
When using the above described system, a three-stepmechanical forepump. The 2-in. pump is trapped by a
water-cooled chevron baffle. Gold O-ring seals are used bakeout procedure is required. (a) Following an initial
between tl_.e2-in. pump and baffle, pump-down from air, the PPAS is isolaLed by closing
Copper-gasket seals were used to connect th_ dif- the ll/2-in, valve to the zeolite trap. The trap and uhv
fusion-pump system, the experimental trap, and the. line to chevron baffle are then baked to 400°C. (b)
After cooling the trap to room temperature and reopen-
i,lg the isolation valve, the PPAS is baked at 400°C.
Approximately Ih before cooling the analyzer system:
_ the trap is submerged into a bath of LN,. (c) After
cooling and again isolating the PPAS, the trap and
uhv line _ochevron baffle is rebuked.
!1. Results
17muRk.2. Special chemical
•_rap in which the trapping A summary of tim data collected is presented in
zone can be submerged ipto Tabh, I. T;,,. ,:oha,,ns list the Torr-air equiwd(:nt pres-
cryog,nic fluids.Trap is con-
.struct(.d of h ll-ar welded sure for each gas species found in the system (luring
?..304 stainlessi\%plated in IowerSteel'partZe°liteolsumpiS the various conditions. The part,_,l-pre.._sure mettsure -
and in annular tray at ba_ men_ were obtained by determining the percentage of
of vertical tube. the total ion current detected by the PPA for particu-
lar gas species and by applying these percenta_es to
_ the total-pressure ionization-gauge rea,ling. The gauge
control used in this study was calibrat(:d for dry air.
-"_ Therefore, pressures are reported in Tort-air equiv-
alent units. No gauge factors (correction for i_n;:ation
efflciencies) f r the various gases hav been us d.
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TAnta_I. Residualgases in an oil-diffusion-pumpoduhv systemforseveral trappingconditions(pressurereportedin Torr-airequivalent units)
Zeolitein trap No zeolitein trap
Gas Background - 196°C --78°C 25°C - 196°C - 78°C 25°C
H_ 1.3 X 10-1° 2.1 X 10_ 2.1 X 10-° 1.8 X 10-° 3.1 X 10-9 2.5 X I0-¢ 2.2 X 10"*
He 5.1 X 10-11
CH, 2.2 X 10-1° 1.7 X"10-u 6.8 X"10-11 7.1 X"10-;: 1.0 )<"10-11 8.3 X'I0 -u 1.3 X"10-l°
HsO 1.6 X 10-Is 8.4 X 10-I_ 8.7 X 10"is 7.3 X 10-I_ 9.4 X 10-11 5.0 X 10-Is 6.3 X 10-t2
Call2 1.3 X 10-It
CIH4 5.0 X"10"-" 1.1 X"I0-it 4:.8 X'I0-1' 3.3 X"I0-n 6.1 X"10-1' 8.8 X"10-u 1.2 X 10_°
CO 7 8 X 10-11 1.5 X 10-u 2.1 X 10-n 5.7 X 10-11 2.1 X 10-11 1.3 X 10-1° 2.0 X 10-t°
C.hH¢ 3.4 X 10-1_ 1.3 X 10-12 8.2 X I0-1_ 0.5 X 10"-a 1.2 X l0-it 7.8 X I0-t* 1.9 X |0 -n
Ar 5.8 X 10-is
C_J, 6.3 X"10-I* 7.2 X"10-x' 2.1 X'10-'t 4.7 X"10-1* 2.2 X"10-" 4.0 X"I0-'z
COt 2.6 )<'10-1_ 2.1 X 10-t* 2.4 X 10-is 3.6 X 10-is 2.6 X 10-1_ 3.8 X 10-ts 4 " X 10-tt
C4tis ... 3.6 X 10-x* 8.3 X 10-is 2.o X 10-1"
Call. ... 8.4 X"10-1' 1.8 X'10-1' 1.I )<"10-1° 6.4 X 10-I` 6.3 X 10-.° 5.3 X 10-'°
CTHs ............... 2.3 X 10-n
Call10 3.0 X "10-tz O.1 X 10-l_
To l x'io-- 2.1 kio-, 2.2 k'io-' 2.t 32 3.s x 10-, 3.3 x
The background spectrum (first column of dam in two major groups, i.e., "zeolite in trap" and "no zeolite
Table I) was recorded when only the PPA and one of in trap." Each group is divided into three sections cor-
the ion guages were operating. That is, the analyzer responding to the trap operating conditions, i.e., sub-
had been scaled off from the diffusion pump, the merged in liquid nitrogen or a dry ice and acetone
chemical tr'q_ and the getter-ion pump by closing the slurry, or at ambient laboratory temperature.
two isolation valves. The pressure remained at -°5 X Scanning of the diffusion-puml) data indicates that
I0 -_°Torr for several days under these conditions, the major gas species in all cases is hydrogen. The rela-
The gas species which constituted the major portion fively large amounts of hydrogen are due to desorption
of the background pressure were hydrogen and frcm metal parts in the diffusion pump and chevron
methane. It is interesting to note tha_ a significant de- baffle which were not baked at high temperature. The
crease in methane occurred when either the diffusion absence of helium a: _ argon is explained above.
pump or the gettmr-ion Immp action was introduced. The objective of this study was to determine the
Following the evahmtion of the chemical trap, a pre- level of contamination in an oil-diffusion-pumlmd uhv
liminary study was undertaken to determine the origin system and to explore methods which would be practi-
of methane in the PPAS. The results are reported at cal and effective in further reducing the problem of
the end of this section, oil contamination. Therefore, it is necessary to estab-
The background spectra also indicate reasonably lish a criterion for determining contaminating effects.
large amounts of carbon monoxide and helium. It has A review of the hydrocarbon gas species ih Table I
been observed in our work and elsewhere 5._.s that car- clearly indicates that benzene (Coils) is the species
bon monoxide is commonly found when hot, tungsten- which shows the gre.. ,-.st dependence upon trap tern-
filament devices are used. Helium is present due to perature. This is not an unexpected observation,*, o
permeation from the atmosphere through the warm since the chemical composition of DC-705 is penta-
glass envelope of the ion gauge. Because helium is not phenyltrimethyltrisiloxane. _°The gonerat':on of phenyl
pumped well by the ion gauge, the partial pressure of groups would be expected, due to cra,'king of the fluid
this gas gradually increases with time. When either in the boiler of the diffusion pump. The additional
the getter-ion pump or diffusion pump is operating on hydrogen needed to form benzene would then be avail-
the PPAS, no detectable amount of helium is observed, able to the phenyl groups during their interactions with
The remainder of the background spectrum indicates the metal wall of the system. The heavier hydroca_-
relatively small amounts of water, ethene, ethane, bona were dete, mined to be methylated benzenes.
argon, and carbon dioxide. Note that no argon is de- It is also interesting to observe that if significant.
teotable when the system is opened to the diffusion numbers of parent oil molecules are present in an
pump. analyzer, detectable amounts of methyl and phenyl
The diadsion-pump dat_ (getter-ion pump is iso- ions would be generated by the ioni_ation source.
latedfrom system)are displayedin Table I under
•J.HengevossandW. K.Huber,Vacuum13,No.I (1963).
"D. J.Cradey,E. D. Tolmie,and A. R. Huntress,I_
' D. Lichtman,J. Vac.8ci. Teehnol.2, 70-74 (1_65). Tmnmctiom o/the Ninth National Vacuum Symposium (The
s W.$. Lange,J. Vae.Sei.Tcehnol.2,74-79 (19_). MacmillanCompany, New York, 1963),pp. 399-403.
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However, in this investigation, no de_ctable amounts Note that no detectable amount of methane was
of methyl or phenyI ions were observed, except for obserced. This fact indicates that the analyzer itself
those which appear in the fragmentation patterns for is not generating significant amounts of methane.
the hydrocarbons found in file system. Therefore, it is The generation of methane from Bayard-Alpert type
concluded that the partial l)re._sure of the parent guages with metal envelopes has been reported by
molecule is very small. Davis2 However, in the PPAS, the ionization gauges
Based on the above references and the data collected are mounted in glass envelopes. In order to explore
in this study, !_ will be assumed flint the amount of further the possibility of the ion gauge being a methane
benzene (gas) in the system is most representative of source, a brief study was conducted to determine the
the presence of oil contamination in the pressure range effects of a hot tungsten filament and electron born-
< 10-g Torr. bardment of metal-grid surfaces on the residual gas in
Based on tim above assumption, it is interesting to the system.
examine the relative cb.anges in the amount of benzene The PPAS, the experimental trap, and the uhv line
present for the various trapping conditions. (Condi- to the first diffusion pump were baked to 400°C, as
tions "u'e established for approximately 5h before dat.a outlined above. Following the bake and after cooling
are taken.) The best operating condition is observed the trap to LN_ tem,_erature, the operating parameters
for the trap with zeolite at liquid-nitrogen tempera- of the ionization gauges (shown in Fig. 1) were
ture. Tim presence of tim chemical reduces the con- varied from a gauge-off condition to a modified outgas
tamination by a factor of --,8 in comparison tc the condition, i.e., near normal grid carrent with 350 V
nonzeolite situation. H6wever, the most outstanding grid potential. It was observed that, following a brief
effect is noted for the -73°C condition. At this tern- transient condition, the amount of methane p-esent
perature, the zeolite is responsible for reducing con- was not affected greatly by the operation of the
tamination by a factor of --350. Note also that the tungsten filament. However, increasing the grid pc-
difference between the -78°C zeolite condition and the tential from the normal level of I30 to 350 V did cause
-196°C nonzeolite condition is only a factor of _3. a significant increase in the methane level. Thereiore,
The reduction of benzene due to the chemical for it was concluded that methane resided primarily in
ambient Iaboruto_, temperature is by a factor of _,5. the icu gauge as an adsorbed species, rathe; ,'.an _ne
Ethene also exhibited a trap temperature dependence which was generated by the combination of hydrogen
similar to benzene, although not nearly as intense, and carbon at the hot filament surface. It would be
The partial pressure of methane did not change expected that the amount of methane generation would
greatly (less than an order of magnitude) for various va,T from system to system, depending on the tech-
trapping conditions. However, the methane pa_tern niques used to obtain and measure evacuation. For
repeatedly increased to the background level upon example, no methane generation was observed for the
isolating the PPAS from the trap and diffusion pump. glass--metal mercury-diffusion-pumped LN2 trapped
When the valve of the getter-ion pump was ,pened, system using a cold-cathode magnetron gauge dis-
the pressure of methane would fall "co---1.6 × 10"x_ eus_d above. However, for the off-diffusion-pumped/
Torr (air equivalent). This behavior indicated that liquid nitrogev, and zeolite-trapped glass-metal sys-
there was a source of methane in the PPAS. tern using hob-filament ionization gauges, methane
At tiffs point, it is interesting to refer for a moment generation was observed, resulting from increased grid
to another study which was conducted in _his labora- potential. It is likely in the latter case that absorbed
tory. This work involved determining the major resid- methane resides throughout the PPAS as a result of
ual-gas constituents in a liquid-nitrogen _rapped methane migration (both gaseous and surface) from
mercury-diffusion-pumped glass and metal system. The the diffusion pump during the bakeout, i.e., before the
analyzer used in this study was similar to that de- zeolite trap was cooled to LN_ temperature.
scrilmd above. Table II displays the residual gases The remaining gases in Table I do not appear to be
following a bake of 200°C. The total-pressure meas- greatly dependent upon the experimental trap tem-
urement was made with a Redhead guage, perature. Hc,wever, there is a definite advantage in-
dicated in the use of zeolite for reducing hydroearlmn
contamination.
P_sure ('l%rr-air
Gas equivaleni units)
"FA_L_: IL .Mnjor r,.sldual !!!. Summa_
ga.ws in LN, trapped mer-
lI._ 1.7 X 10-" ,.urv-diffusion-pumped glas._- A sy::tematic study h,,_ be_,nconducted to dctel_nineI!.:0 1.8 X 104s "
(Z() ] .5 × ]0 -t° metal uhv system, the effectiv,-.)ess of an opKcally de..o zeolite-charged
co: 1.7 × m-,, t.ra,) in r¢d,lcing the gaseous contamination of uhv
T,,tai 2.0 × 10-'o systeras !,y an oil-diffusion pump using DC-705 pump-
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ing fluid. Three trap-temperature conditions were Data were also taken of the trap operating without the
sbudied. Two of these conditions were determined by chemical. Comparison of these sets of data indicates
submerging the experimental trap into a bath of either that a s;gniflcant increase in trapping efficiency can
liquid nitrogen or dry ice and acetone. The third tern- be realized when zeolite is used. The greatest im-
perature was determined by ambient laboratory con- provement ove:' the nonchemical conditions was noted
di_ons, at the dry ice and acetone slurry temperature. A con-
The data collected by means of a sensitive partial- sideration of these results suggests that reasonably
pressure analyzer inchcated that a significantly lower good trapping of uhv systems can be achieved by ern-
level of contamination was achieved by cooling the ploying mechanically refrigerated zeolite traps above
zeolite trap to even -78°C from room temperature, oil-diffusion ,-:_mps using DC-705.
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Physical-Adsorption Isotherm Based on a Triangular-Site Model*
LX'LEH. TABOR, Wnaz_t W. LO._GLEY,JR., A_'nPAW J. BRY_.'_r
Midwest ResearchInstitute, Kansas City, Missouri
• (Received I0 February1965)
A multilayer ph.x_cal-adsorption-isothermtheory is developed; it assumes that a gas atom cannot be
ph)_ically adsorbed in an upper layer unless there is a triangulararmy of three adsorbedatoms in the
layer below forminga site for adsorption. Neighbor interactions via Lennard-Jonesintermolecularpoten-
tials are includedin the calculetion of theadsorption energy.The resultantisothermis linearfor low cover-
ages, indicates a horizontalinteraction correction to the Langmuiradsorption isotherm when there is only
first-layercoverage,and may yield a seriesof steps for sufficientlylow temperature. Numerical adsorption
isotherms for He on glass at 4.28° and 77°K are presented.The former isotherm exhibits distinctive steps
when each layer is condensed,whereasthe latter isotherm is quite smooth.
i, L INTRODUCTION permitted layers is considered in greater detail than
MANY theories of ph)_ical adsorption have been in either of the above-mentioned theories. This energyproposed, and many modifications of these treatment is based on a Bragg-Williams model 6 for
theories have been developed. This intensive effort occupation assignment.Section II details the numerous approximations
is understandable since the phenomenon is extremely used in this paper and describes the statistical-me-
interesting and would seem to lend itself to preci_ chanical theory used to derive the physical-adsorption-
e._erimental measurements and accurate theoretical isotherm equations based on a tri_gular-site model.
descriptions. Experience has shown that physical Since treating molecular interactions causes the
adsorption is _ function of manv variables, e.g., adsorption energy to wry as a function of coverage
, molecular interactions, surface roughness, adsorption- in all layers, an "effective" adsorption energy is defined
site models, molecular vibrational states, etc. To avoid in Sec. III. The adsorption isotherm equations a_e
excessive cumbersomeness and difficulty, it is custom-
ary for any theory to incorporate only a few variables discussed in Sec. IV, and an iteration technique ispresented. Two specific isotherms for helium on glass
and to approximate or to ignore the remainder. This are calculated from this theory and discussed in Sec. V.paper is no exception in that regard.
The deriwttion presented here has some different
assumptions, but is analogous to the derivation, via the H. GENERAL THEORY
discipline of statistical mechanics, of the Brunauer-
• Emmett-Teller (BET) adsorption isotherm. L2 There The mathematically flat surface of the BET theory
are also similarities to Halsey's tri,-mguIar-site model.S,4 is used; however, the single-particle-single-site model
of the BET theory is replaced by the more aesthetic
In the new theory, the mathematically flat surf_e triangular-site model of Halsey, 4 i.e., it is assumed that
with St fixed sites is borrowed from the BET ._heory.
The variation of site energy with coverage of all a particle cannot be adsorbed in an upper layer unless
there is a triangular array of three adsorbed partides
• This work was supported by the National Aeronauti_ and forming a site for adsorption. The BET and triangular-Space Administration, Headquarters, Washington, D.C., .-der site modeh are compared diagrammatically in Fig. 1.
ContractNASr-63(06). Let Xj represent the numberof adsorbed particles1W. C. Band, Intro&_clion to Quantum S_istics (D. Van
in the jth layer. Then the total numberof adsorbed' No_trand Company,Inc., New York, 1955).
sS. Brunauer,P. H. Emmett, and E. Teller,J. Am. Chem. Soc.
60, 309 (1938). ST. L. Hill, l_roduclbm to Stallstlcd Tkermodynamics (Addi-
aG. D. Halsey, Advan. Catalysis 4, 259 (1952). son-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., Cambridge, Massachu-
4G. Halsey, J. Chem. Phys. 16, 93I (1948). setts, 1960).
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particles A is given by
A = _jX_, vm*
i=i
where .1 is the total number of layers containing ad- _ f-_,
LAYER l
sorbed particles. In addition, let each layer be mathe- s,o-
matically fiat and contain S] fixed sites in the same view
configuration as those of the first layer but laterally LAYERj-,
TRIANGULAR-displaced for close packing. Furthermore, assume that BETMODEL SITEMODEL
• the probability of a given fixed site being occupied is
; 0i, where Oi= XffSt is the fr_'tlomd occupancy of the FIG.1. Sitemodels.
f jth laver. This choice of occupation probability is
consistent with the gas particles striking the adsorbing The variational calculation yields the following equa-
t sites at random and being unable to migrate over the tions:
surf_-e. " d_Jdni=cz+ fel, (5)i The next problem is to find the number of sites
available for an adsorbed particle in the jth layer. &r=/dXi=cz--3E_, (6)
[' The triangular-site model and the close-packed-array
assumption make this quantity equal to the total where ¢.=,d,, _ being that part of the product
number of possible sites, neglecting the site occupa- pertaining only to the adsorbed particles an:l ,g that
tion rule, times the probability of simultaneous occu- part pertaining only to the gas particles.
pation of three adjacent fixed sites in the preceding Equation (5) is the classical equation of an ideal
layer, i.e., gas of Boltzmann particles treated separately from the
adsorbed layers. Assuming n_ to be very large leads to
Si = Xi_tOi-1_, Xo= St, 00= I. (i) the identification of a and _ in terms of the chemical
Equation (1) leplaces S_=X__t in the BET theory, potential p and the absolute temperature T of the gas
Now Si need not be an integer. The generalized phasek
factorial, the gamma function, is used in the calcula- _z=--p/keT, 3= 1/_T, (7)
tion of the total number W of independent ways to
assign N indistinguishable particles to the over-all where ko is Boltzmann's constant. The ideal gas law
adsorption system (gas and adsorbate surface) : also follows:
., _,/_,-_\ r(sj+l) pV=NokoT,3=11 ........ (2)
:Vo= ko-_KV (M T) t exp(p/k0T),
where 00_is the degeneracy weight of the ith energy
level elof the gas and ni is the number of gas particles K= (2_rk0)tk0h-8, (8)
in that energy level, where V is the volume, p is the pressure, M is the ma_
The statistical problem is to find the numbers Xi of a gas particle, and h is Planck's constant. These
and ni that give a maximum value to ¢,=inW, under results are derived from Boltzmann statistics which
the restrictions of a given total number of particles N are validt when a exceeds 3.
and a given total energy E. The constraints on the It is now convenient to define a new parameter _t,
system are given by such that
_,_=expE- (g+ Ei)/koT'] (9)
x= x,), (3)
. /=1 _ and to evaluate this new parameter in terms of physically
where Wi is the average energy of adsorption for each measurable parameters. From Eqs. (8) and (9) one
adsorbed particle in the jth layer, obtains
Since N and E are constant and or. is a maximum, _/_= (KMITI/ta) exp(-EffkoT). (10)
their variations must vanish. In performing the
variational calculation, it is convenient to define the Equation (6) coaxnow be written as
"effective" adsorption energy Ej, which obviously dca/dOj=Slln'v_. (11)
depends on the molecular interactions and interlayer-
adsorption-energy variations, as follows: The lat_er expression is the basic equation to solve
_dW,'rd in deriving the adsorption isotherm. By using Stiriing's
E_= W_+ 2._0,=_ "• (4) approximation for large arguments of the gamma flmc-
_-_ u_t tions in Ec1. (2) and by differentiating the result, the
_r
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__ is not considered, the entire value of ok,will beassignedtoW_ f r th a sorbed molecule.
The term "physical adsorption" can now be explicitly
defined as that adsorption for which k>l>3 and
m> n>3. In other words, attractive forces arising from
ionic charges and permanent dipoles are excluded from
'_/_/'C//'_,_, /,_/////////f,_, consideration.Integration of the intermolecular potential of gas
and adsorbent molecules over the volume occupied by
Fio. 2. Adsorptiongeometry, the solid leads to an evaluation of the adsorbent con-
tribution W,i to the adsorFfion energy W#. The integra-
left-hand side of Eq. (11) is evalaated. The final result tion implies that the intermolecular potentials are
is additive. This latter assumption is probably more
(12) serious than any made thus far/but it is necessaryfor any simple and usable theory.
The triangular-site physical-adsorption isotherm is ob- With the surface located a distance D below the
tained from the simultaneous solution of Eqs. (10) centers of the adsorbed molecules in the first layer
and (12). (see Fig. 2), W,, is given by
W,I=W,HI. EFFECTIVE ADSORPTION ENERGIES
r r_ k \k/_-_/k--2V/(k-_ 1Thenergyof
ence between the energy of a free particle at rest and
th_ average energy of an adsorbed particle in the jth (16)
layer. Equation (4) shows that the effective adsorption where
energy E_ is completely determined when all the W/s D= [(l--2)/(k--2)]I/_--o_r. (17)
are "known.
It is assumed that the intermolecular potential #, and No is the number o( adsorbent molecules per unit
between two adsorbed molecules can be closely approxi- volume. The energy of interaction W,_ was chosen to
mated by the Lennard-Jones (n--m) potential for be a maximum for the particular potential used, thus
spherically symmetric molecules: explaining why D is less than _,,.
The adsorbate layers are assumed to be equally
.....___m,_uo_-,_r(_y_ (_-], spaced at intervals a from each other. Thus, the distance¢p(r)-m_nkn, ! LXrl \rl .1 re>n, (13) between the first layer and thejth layer (as indicated
in Fig. 2) is a_, where
where r is the distance bet- _er the molecules, _ is the
distance of closest approach of two molecules which aj-- (j- 1)a= Ddj. (18)
• collide with zero initial relative kinetic energy, and The adsorbent contribution to W_ is given byis the maximum energy of attraction of the two mole-
cules when the repulsive term is also consideredP If R W W, _ _-3 l-3 ]
represents the equilibrium distavce between the ".,xl- *J---k--"_(l_)J) _-a (l+dj) _-s2" (19)
sorbed molecules, it is necessary that _ be a minimum
at R, i.e., An adsorbed molecule interacts with the adsorbent
R--(m/n)_l"_-'_. (14) and all other adsorbed molecules. The interactions
between the molecules of the ith layer and a specific
Since _ is an energy per pair of gas molecutles, and since molecule in thejth layer are labeled Wo. The adsorption
W_ is an energy per gas molecule, each pair that in- energy can be determined by summing W,_, which has
dudes one specific molecule will contribute ½#,(r) to already been evaluated, and all W,_. The Wo are
W_ for that molecule, individually evaluated below by trea. :n,g the nearest-
The intermolecular potential _, between an adsorbed neighbor interactions exactly and approximating the
molecule and an adsorbent molecule is approximated remaining interactions.
by another Lennard-Jonespotential: The evaluation of W_+_._ is interesting since the
_o(r) = _ /OXu_-_F/¢o\_ t¢oXn molecules in the (j+2)th layer may be positioned in
b_----_i) [[=_) _)J two possible ways. If these molecules lie above those
-- , k>l. (15) in thejth layer, the hexagonal close-packed crystalline
' Since the change of potential at an adsorbent molecule structure results. Otherwise, the fac_..centered-cubic
structure is obtained. But there is virtually no differ-J. O. Hinmhfelder,C. F. Curtlss,and R. B. Bird,Mol_lar
T_ ofC,_ _a_IL/q_/ds(JohnWiley&Sons,Inc.,NewYork, _J. R. Sams,G. Constalmris,andG. D. Halsey,Jr., J. Chem.
, 1954). Phy_ S6_1334(1962).
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ence in energies L_tween thes_ two crystalline structures. The adsorption energy is determined by adding the
Therefore, the interaction energy is evaluated by above interaction energies to give
representing the (j+2)th layer as a plane and inte-
grating over it. The result is W_= W,i-½(3f/+P_)_(R')
Wti= 0g(I ar--aj I), (20) + Pi--t_+Oa(w) + ( f /Oi-4+Os+l)z(p)
Lt
where + _O_( ai_al) + .r (28)
270 .2 ('_l/(m"n) r I (0"_ tt 1 fO'_ 1 _t /_./+2
z(r) =q3(mCn)R2\-_/ [_n---_-2kr]--_-----2_r] J" Equation (4) can now be applied to this equation to
yield the effective adsorption energy
(21)
The subscript l is used in Eq. (20) since it can be used Ei=W'i+2Pi--*e-½(3+Pi-tOs'a/Oi)f/@(R')
for any layer that does not contain a nearest neighbor _-, 2_f-_gi[Pi_t_ - P,_(R')]
to the particle in the jth layer. Equation (20) will be --_=.*+IL 0i
used for all I except j-- I, j, and j-I- 1.
The evaluation of the Wi.4a interaction energy is +20jz(_v)+2(fl'Oi_l+Pj+t)z(p)
straightforward and is done by summing over the three ___
nearest neighbors at distance R' (see Fig. 2) and by +2_Oiz(a_--al)+2 _ O_z(a_--a_). (29)
integrating over the remainder of the (j-1)th layer. _-t _-_+_
The result is
IV. ADSORPTION ISOTHERM
Wvij= I-0/___z(p)-- {q,(R') ]f/, (22)
The triangular-site physical-adsorption equations
_vheref/= 1-- #_ relates f/to the Kronecker delta and cannot be solved exactly but must be solved iteratively.
o is, for the moment, an arbitrary distance used in The kth iterative solution is obtained by rearranging
both the (j--1)th and (j+l)th layers as illustrated in Eq. (12) to give
Fig. 2.
The W/-Lj int :raction energy is _reated ;n a like 0/'t)=0¢_tSEl+,i(1-05+t0F*)_?3 -1, (30)
manner. The integrated term is exactly analogous to where the right-hand side is evaluated by using the kth
that in Eq. (22), but the factor 3/2 appearing in the iterative values for all 0_, i<j and the (k--1)th itera-
, other term must be replaced by a probability function, tion values for all 0_,i>j. The exact theory is obtained
because the three nearest neighbors are no longer in- when the iteration converges.
volved in forming th_ triangular adsorption site and, Starting values for the exact theory can be obtained
: hence, cannot be assured of existence. This probability either from intelligent guesses or from the approximate
t function P¢ is evaluated as theory. The approximate theory, which sets 0_=0 for
: i>j and neglects the 0_ dependence of _, has many
Pi = (0m/30_)Pf_l _, P0= _1. (23) interesting properties. For example, when
Therefore, the contribution of the (j+ 1) th lay _.r to p<<KMtT! exp(--W,/koT),
IV_ is
W_4._=O_+_s(p)--½P#(R'). (24) 6_,(PlKMIT !) exp(W,/koT), (31)
it is shown that the percent coverage is directly propor-
Likewise, the IVii interaction energy is evaluated to be tional to the pressure. This linear dependence has been
verified for Kr, Ar, and Ne on P33 carbon black, s In
Wii=Op(w)+Pi-4_, (25) the range where Eq. (31) is invalid but only mono-
where w is another arbitrary distance (see Fig. 2). molecular adsorption is occurring, the approximate
The wdues of w and _ nmst be ascertained in a theory reduces to the conventional Langmuir adsorp-
systematic manner. The chosen method of determining tion isotherm for a single adsorbed layer.
w is to require the integration result (for 0_= 1) at w The exact theory is based on a solid-state approach
to equal the correct result obtained by actually summing to the adsorbed layers and must become invalid when
over the six next-nearest neighbors lying within thejth the temperature is above the melting point of the ad-
layer. Thus, w is dcternfined to be bate or ff the resultant crystalline structure is neither
face-centered cubic nor hexagonal close packed.
w= [2,r/(n- 2) q3]'_t_-a_V3R. (26) (Evidence _ has been presented suggesting that helium
Using a comparable argument for _, we obtain ' G. Constabaris,J. H. Singleton,and G. D. Hv2_ey.Jr., J.Phys.Chem.63, 1350(1959).
' J. G.Aston,S.V. R. Mastmngelo,and R. J. Tykodi,J. Chem.
pffi[4t(41_+3a_)/q39(n--2)R_]_to"a_(_l_+M)_. (27) Phys._, 1633(tgSS).
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l"lo. 3. Adsorptionisothermfor heliumon porousglass at 1_o. 5. Effectiveadsorptionenergyforheliumon porousglass4-28°K- at 4.28°K.
adsorbs onto titanium dioxide in a solid-state lattice.) applied to calculate triangular-site adsorption isotherms
One of the more interesting features of the exact for helium on porous glass at tem'peratures of 4.28 °
theory is that E_ passes through a maximum and then and 77°K. The former isotherm is plotted in Fig. 3
decreases as the pressure is increased. However, a close where "mono;_yer coverage" 0 is defined as the ratio
examination of Eq. (29) shows that this maximum of the total number of adsorbed molecules to the number
should almost coincide with the event of 0_+i----0_,and of sites present on the adsorbent, i.e., A/S1. The ap-
from Eq. (30) this equality cancels any variation of proximate theory appears to be fairly good for 0<2,
"yi. Thus far, numerical calculations (see Sec. V) have but fails badly at higher coverages. However, the most
shown the cancellations to be the case. striking features of Fig. 3 are the very abrupt steps
exhibited by the exact theory. This apparent condensa-
V. NUMEP,ICAL RESULTS tion is physically attributable to _he intralayer molec-
In order to make numerical predictions, certain ular interactions. If the classical so,'ond virial coefficient
valuee of e/k0, 5.03°K, were used, the pressures whichparameters needed to evaluate the E/s are based on
measurements by different methods. Halsey, I0by fitting permit second- and higher-level coverages to become
adsorption data to a 3- oo potential, has measured the appreciable would be raised by a factor of _--,100.Thus,
values of D and IT', for six different adsorbates on the theory indicates a strong dependence on the value
porous glass and eight adsorbates on P33 graphitized of _.
carbon black. Gas-gas force constants, _ and e, are The adsorption energies and effective adsorption
given in Hirschfelder, Curtiss, and Bird.s Based on the energies are plotted in Figs. 4 and S, respectively.
Note that the adsorption energies are monotonicallyD assumption of ideal hexagonal close-packed or face-
centered cubic structure (R'=R), the values of a, _, increasing, whereas the effective adsorption energies
and p can be calculated from the gas-gas R value, for the first three layers exhibit maxima. However, no
The approximate and exact theories were both physical effect of the maxima is predicted since, when-
ever E_ decreases, the multiplicative factor of _ in
Eq. (30) is always zero due to filling of the (j+l)th
400 1-_ I'-" layer.
-._ 4.0[
! 20o 3.o
'0o_ i=2 F-_J "_2.oi
...:._--.:--,:-.____ _ i.o
0 10.3o iO.:Zo iO.m 8 e,
, PRESSURE (otmospheres)
Fro.4. Energiesof adsorptionforheliumonporousglassat 0 tooo 2000 _0oo 40o0
4"28°K- PRESSURE (otmospheres)
z0O. D. Halsey,Jr., Trans.Natl.Vac.Symp.1961,119 (1962). Fro.6. Adsorptionisothermforheliumon porousglassat 77'K.
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The triangular-site adsorption isotherm for helium ........---__X._..___ ---
on glass at 77°K is plotted in Fig. 6. Notice the smooth 4oo e,,----/ _ N_='
curves and partially filled layers as contrasted with the j=i
single-layer condensation steps of Fig. 3. As expected, 3oo
the adsorption energies shown in Fig. 7 are smoothly
and monotonically increasing. Contrary to the results
": 2oc
;tt 4.28°K, the effective adsorption energies plotted in
Fig. 8 exhibit nmxima vhich do not coincide exactly or k i_g........ _.,.II:z -. /!with the vanishing of the 3'_nmltipiier in Eq. (30). ,oo __..-----'-_ \_.-'-_ I
The physical effect of this noncoincidence is shown in
Fig. 6 by the gr;tdual approach of 01and 0., to 1. Another
interesting result, excluding the first two htyers, is o moo zooo 3ooo 4ooo
indicated in Fig. 8 by the extremely high effective ad- PRESSUREto_mosphe*es)
sorption energy for the top layer at very l,w coverages.
Fro. 8. Effectiveadsorptionenergyfor heliumon porousglass
VI. CONCLUSIONS at 77°K.
The numerical isotherms given in the previous section the numerical isotherms are good examples of adsorp-
cannot be interpreted as bona fide predictions, e.g., in tion isotherins which may be obtained from the theory.
Fig. 3 the saturation pressure of helium is around For example, single-layer condensation steps similar
10-6 atm, whereas the actual saturation pressure is, to tho_ in Fig. 3 have been observed for krypton on
of course, Iatm. The error caused by not using weakly P33 carbon black by Singleton and Halsey, n who
degenerate quantum statistics for the gas affects the attribute them to the flatness of the surface--a b_k
higher-pressure data of Fig. 6 to some extent. The a_umption of this paper. On the other hand, the higher-
improper saturation pressure is probably rehtted to the temperature _ulsorption isotherm of Fig. 6 has the
use of the Bragg-Williams model. But more sophisti- general appearance of many published isotherms.
cared models" also have inherent difficulties. However, The main difficulty in using the triangular-site ad-
sorption isotherm is in obtaining values of D, IV,, a,
4,,oi j-i _, and e. However, Halsey m has measured D and IV,
for two adsorbents and 11 adsorbates. The interlayer
spacing a is not accurately known. The well-published
:v,, gas-gas values of a and e can be used, although Steeld 8
found that for helium R increased 30% when the helium
• was adsorbed. Moreover, for argon on P33 carbon
.'. ?qQ.
.z black, Sams el al.,7 observed that the Lennard-Jones
. (6-12) force constants were changed by about 20%
_:.- i e _ from the gas-gas values. A combination of the proper
set of IV,, _, R, and a values may reduce the present' _ need for a saturation-pressure correction. Indeed, theI 4 : J
o theory does suggest that data for the difficult systems,o,,_ozouo 3000 40o0
F'RESSURE (atmospheres) of hel"iumand any solid at very low temperatures might
be fitted by proper choice of parameters.
l.'m. 7. Encrt;icsof adsorptionfor heliumon porousglassat
77OK. n j. H. Singletonand G. D. Halsey,Jr., Can.J. (:hem.33, 184(t955).
n p. C. llemmer, J. Math. Phys.5, 75 (1964). ltW. Steele,Jr., J. Chem.Phys. 25, 819 (19.56).
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